
PITTONKATONK 2015: A May Day Brass BBQ Picnic 
 
Where: Vietnam Veterans Pavilion 
 
When: Saturday May 2, 2015 at 2pm 
 

The Festival 
Pittonkatonk is a May Day Brass BBQ/Picnic held on Saturday May 2nd at the Vietnam Veterans Pavilion  in 
Schenley Park. This years event will include 4 national touring bands What Cheer Brigade , Pitchblak Brass 
Band , Black Bear Combo  and Detroit Party Marching Band  as well as locals Beauty Slap , May Day 
Marching Band , Col. Eagleburger's Goodtime Highstepping Band , and more. We are also adding to the 
lineup 2 local high school marching bands and facilitating a collaborative performance by UPrep High School 
Band and What Cheer Brigade.  
 
About Pittonkatonk .  
While we don't charge and admission to the event, this event is not free. The bands need gas money, food, 
and accommodations. We ask that folks make contributions to our Indiegogo Campaign . We do not sell 
tickets, we do not vend food, everyone is welcome. But if you find a value to this we ask that you consider 
donating. This event is a potluck and we ask that members of the community bring a dish to share. Last year 
we had over 700 ppl attend and participate. We hope that we can continue to make Pittonkatonk a May Day 
weekend tradition.  
 
About the Organizers 
PIttonkatonk is the brainchild of Pandemic Pete  and co presented by Rich Randall and the 
Listening Spaces Project. The event came about as collaborative effort highlighting the 
programming and artists Pandemic has presented in Pittsburgh over the last 10 years, and 
Listening Spaces series of lectures and events on music in the 21st century for CMU’s 
Humanities Center during the academic year 2014-15 . We found May Day to be the ideal 
time to create an event that supported our individual programs on a collaborative platform. 
What better way to celebrate than a picnic.  
 
Our Mission 
PIttonkatonk is a first and foremost a picnic for the people. We encourage everyone to 
participate in the activities and food contributions. Our mission is to break down the ideas of 
what a music festival is and to eliminate the barrier between bands and audience. It was a 
very conscious decision as to why we chose a public park picnic pavilion for Pittonkatonk. By 
eliminating the stage, the tickets, the greenrooms, and the vending we encourage the 
musicians and audience to engage on a social level blurring the lines between performer and 
the spectator. Labor day is a day of celebration for everyone and that is the message we want 
to convey with Pittonkatonk. Our goal is to create an platform where the a social club can 
come alive in a public space for everyone to live, learn, celebrate and dance.  
 
Indiegogo Campaign 

http://igg.me/at/pittonk15/x/5318844 





 

Facebook Event Page 
https://www.facebook.com/events/736736263113518/ 
 
links 
https://pittonkatonk.com 
https://twitter.com/pittonkatonk 
https://facebook.com/pittonkatonk 
 
for more information email pittonkatonk@gmail.com 
 

THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 
The Pittonkatonk educational component would be a 3 day, 3 part interactive between the Hill Districts 

University Prep Junior and Senior High Marching Bands  and Pittonkatonk festival headlining band What 
Cheer? Brigade  from Providence, Rhode Island. 

 
The workshop would begin with an overview and introduction to What Cheer? Brigade highlighting their role 

and identifying what it means to be a community band. We will outline the structure of the band, review 

individual responsibilities in and outside of the band, discuss their democratic approach to performances, 

their history of collaborations (i.e. Blonde, Dan Deacon ,etc) and a basic history of traditional balkan and 

carnival music. Students will be asked to identify these elements and show examples in both WC?B’s music 

and in popular music.  We would also review the history and show video examples of Providence’s DIY 

music spaces and artists. We would talk about WC?B’s involvement with Building 16 (an artist space in 

Providence) and how they used their music to send a social message. Social Justice plays a large role in 

What Cheer Brigade’s ethos and we want to identify that and highlight how students can use music to send 

a message for change. Being a mobile acoustic band is an important part and helps to define at what 

capacity the band can perform. We will discuss the strengths and limitations of being an acoustic mobile 

band.  We will also review WC?B’s method of touring both in the states and in Europe. We will view clips of 

the their 2010 european tour documentary and discuss the variety of different performances and their award 

at a brass festival in Spain. 

 
Part 2 would be rehearsals and collaboration. We have asked both WC?B and UPrep to choose a song that 

they would like to perform and to teach each other. They would break down into "sectionals" and work 

together re-composing the songs in smaller groups.  

 
Part 3 would be a collaborative performance at Pittonkatonk. We have partnererd with some local recording 
studios and a record company to record the performance and released it as a limited edition 7" vinyl record. 





 













 




